Mining of biological data I: identifying discriminating features via mean hypothesis testing.
Large volumes of data are routinely collected during bioprocess operations and, more recently, in basic biological research using genomics-based technologies. While these data often lack sufficient detail to be used for mechanism identification, it is possible that the underlying mechanisms affecting cell phenotype or process outcome are reflected as specific patterns in the overall or temporal sensor logs. This raises the possibility of identifying outcome-specific fingerprints that can be used for process or phenotype classification and the identification of discriminating characteristics, such as specific genes or process variables. The aim of this work is to provide a systematic approach to identifying and modeling patterns in historical records and using this information for process classification. This approach differs from others in that emphasis is placed on analyzing the data structure first and thereby extracting potentially relevant features prior to model creation. The initial step in this overall approach is to first identify the discriminating features of the relevant measurements and time windows, which can then be subsequently used to discriminate among different classes of process behavior. This is achieved via a mean hypothesis testing algorithm. Next, the homogeneity of the multivariate data in each class is explored via a novel cluster analysis technique called PC1 Time Series Clustering to ensure that the data subsets used accurately reflect the variability displayed in the historical records. This will be the topic of the second paper in this series. We present here the method for identifying discriminating features in data via mean hypothesis testing along with results from the analysis of case studies from industrial fermentations